CH. OAKLARA'S BRISTOL CREME
White and Red Male, Whelped July 24, 1974
Bred by Patricia A. Murphy

Wotan of Sunbarr Ranch
Ch. Nightsong Thor of Sunbarr
Andante of Sunbarr Ranch

Sire: Ch. Nightsong is Happiness
Ch. Sirhan Kaissack
Ch. Sirhan Kara of Nightsong
Can. Ch. Sirhan Katya
Ch. Trezor Ivan

Ch. Loral’s Iossif Ivanevitch
Ch. Loral’s Electra Zorka

Dam: Afebra of Pillow Hill
Ch. Loral’s Alpha Sverkai
Loral’s Apache of Marshann
Ch. Loral’s Cherveela Sanya

Owners: Patricia A. Murphy
West Chicago, IL